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MY POS Web-Kasse 



      

      

 

MYPOS POS: professional, but not expensive 

exexnexpensive 

Express Checkout – Lightweight, but All-Rounder 

 

All-inclusive resorts need a cash register that can be operated by your staff without a long training period, 

e.g. to invoice additional items such as bath accessories or magazines.  

In the background, the cash register nevertheless provides everything you need for seamless billing, e.g. 

via the hotel bill or external payment methods:  Is the guest checked in? Does he get a discount? Is the 

young person over 18? Is the item the guest wants discountable? Is Happy Hour at the moment? 

 

 

 

MY POS offers a quick cash register and switches to the extensive restaurant cash register with 

comprehensive table management with just a few clicks. The POS system is multilingual, can be set 

individually for each user and offers a separate kitchen item description for foreign-language staff. 

MYPOS is a web-based cash register with touch screen functionality that can be used both as a 

quick cash register at your point-of-sale and in your restaurant as a cash register system with 

comprehensive table management, number of guests and menu sequence and sends orders for 

meals immediately to the kitchen. MYPOS offers you simple and clear functions, professionally 

integrated into your business..  

 

 

International Multi-Property Web-POS 
 



 

  

 

✓ Create articles, define merchandise categories 

and their discount eligibility 

✓ Favor popular items for faster booking 

✓ Define the rights of individual employees in 

detail. Manage cancellations and credit 

balances 

✓ Create points of sale and define which goods 

can be settled there. 

✓ Export detailed cash reports as .csv files for 

further processing in Excel. Various filters are 

available for this, which you can limit to the 

exact minute. 

Administration & Reporting  
 

Wherever you are - via Internet you can evaluate the turnover of your sales outlets to the minute and manage 

employee data and articles in the backend of the cash register administration. A detailed statistic with all 

transaction data and one divided according to article groups and times of day. 

✓ Multilingual, individually adjustable for each use 

✓ Multi-Property-Option 

✓ Separate designation of kitchen articles for foreign-language cooks 

✓ Grouping of articles on the invoice receipt for larger companies 

✓ receipt printing and entertainment receipt with freely configurable 

layout, headers and footers  

✓ Integration in PMS: On-the-fly checking of guest status, individual 

reduction, guest profile payment to reservation or transponder ID 

✓ Article quick selection keys via buttons, article numbers and RFID 

readers 

✓ Favouring articles with colour highlighting 

✓ Discounts on individual articles, total receipt  

✓ or table in % and manual price entry, Discount options 

adjustable at item level (Club card or Happy Hour),  

fixed discount preadjustable 

✓ Number of guests for each table, can be changed at any time 

✓ Transfer guests: merge tables, divide tables, open part tables 

✓ Interfaces for your systems, adaptable to your corporate design 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Background Technology 

 

MYPOS is based on mature open source solutions. This achieves 

a reliability in operation that far surpasses conventional systems 

and also guarantees maximum compatibility.  

Windows, Linux or Macintosh systems? MYPOS integrates into 

your PMS or enterprise resource planning systems, not vice 

versa.  MYPOS is Internet-enabled by default. You process your 

data via the Internet via protected connections. 

Your staff operates and books, while the head office in the head 

office analyses the sales figures. Complex interfaces, data 

transfers or double file input are not necessary. 

 

MY POS comes as a Virtual Maschine 

You determine the location of the installation: whether it is for 

installation on your server on site or in the data center. Or on a 

server that you only integrate into your network. 

On request, we supply you manufacturer-independently 

according to your requirements. 

 

 

We are pleased to present  

MYPOS personally  

 

Give us a call: 

+49-611-950005-0 

or send us an email: 

info@based-on-it.de 

 

www.based-on-it.de 

based on IT GmbH 

Hammermühle 

Bernhard-May-Str. 58 N 

65203 Wiesbaden 

Deutschland 

 

 

 

Our Software is web-based 

 

MYPOS was developed in cooperation with internationally 

experienced hotel professionals and is optimized for the 

processes of hotel and restaurant businesses and their IT 

infrastructure.  

The familiar user interface allows a quick and easy processing 

of orders, with which your staff can work immediately even 

without long training. 

You do not need a workstation or computer installation, but 

use the browser of your equipment. The software is installed 

on a server - where, that's your choice: in our cloud, on a 

server at your site or privately in the data center. From then 

on, all authorized employees and, if you wish, also your 

customers, work in parallel. 

For work at service-intensive points of sale, such as a 

restaurant or your bar, we recommend the use of a 

touchscreen cash register. Tablets are suitable for the terrace, 

as long as WLAN coverage with a connection to your 

installation is guaranteed. Print jobs are sent via the server to 

network printers, possibly supplemented by fiscalisation 

authorisations. 

Hardware independent 
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